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“Retek and Oracle are a very neat functional fit. There seems to be 

very little overlap in the application footprint that will produce 

a complimentary and comprehensive solution for retail. This new 

hybrid of Reteks industry expertise combined with the financials 

expertise and development horsepower of Oracle will produce an 

exciting integrated solution for retail over the long term.”

 —Paul Dickson, Director of Information Systems, Arnott’s

“Oracle and Retek are already business partners of A&P. A&P operates 

Retek’s applications on an Oracle database foundation today. The 

marriage of these two companies is ideal for A&P, as down the road 

we’ll have fewer vendors to deal with and one stop shopping for 

support. Oracle’s support for open standards in the future is also 

important to A&P.” 

 —John E. Metzger, SVP & CIO, The Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Company, Inc.

“Most Retek customers already run Oracle’s financial and human 

resources applications, so Oracle buying Retek is a perfect fit for the 

retail industry.” 

 —Bob Willet, CIO, Best Buy

“Oracle and Retek are natural partners, so Oracle’s acquisition of 

Retek sounds like a great idea to me. The acquisition will provide 

more development resources to strengthen the product offering. This 

can only benefit our business.”

 —Eddie MacDonald, CFO

“Given the exceptional relationship that we have had with Oracle as a 

collaborative member of the Hbc Strategic Technology Alliance, 

and with the importance of the Retek Merchandising System in the 

ongoing transformation of Hbc, we are excited about the opportunity 

of working with a partner who will have a comprehensive solution 

for retailers.”

 —Gary Davenport, CIO, Hudson’s Bay Company

“LPP is already running Retek applications and Oracle applications 

on an Oracle database. Oracle’s acquisition of Retek will bring my 

business a one-stop shop for support.”

 —Marek Piechocki, CEO, LPP

“I am a long-time business partner of both Retek and Oracle. I have 

always considered them both to have excellent business applications 

and outstanding technology. The Retek / Oracle relationship was 

already a strong one, and I had already enjoyed benefits from 

their partnership. This acquisition makes what was already a very 

successful solution even better, by adding Retek’s Retail ‘best-in-

class’ solutions to the enterprise best-in-class Oracle business suite. 

Any retailer looking for a solution has got to consider them as a 

front-runner.” 

 —Jeff Kish, SVP and CIO, Stage Stores


